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Brochure
MGM School of Biomedical Sciences had organised an impressive 6 days online induction
program for the batch of 2020-21 students. All the UG and PG students attended the induction
program with great enthusiasm. Here we are submitting the compiled report of whole program.
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Brochure of UG, PG Induction Program
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Induction Program Day 1

2/11/2020

Induction day programe for MGMSBS, Navi Mumbai and Aurangabad campuses for all first
year UG and PG students was held on 2/11/2020 via virtual confersnsing platform (Zoom) .
the progarmme was started by offering Sarswati Vandana by senior faculty member Dr
Priyanka Parekh, Asst Professor , MGMBS, Navi Mumbai. Later she introduced Patrons , chief
guests and speakers . Also she briefed about vision and mission of MGMSBS,MGMIHS.

Addressed by Honorable Vice chancellor Dr.Shashank Dalvi
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Trustees of MGMIHS
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Patrons of MGMSBS
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Patrons of MGMSBS
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Patrons of MGMSBS
The Programme then proceed by motivational speech by Vice Chancellor Dr Shashank Dalvi.
In his speech sir has emphasis on role and importance of allied health care professional in health
care system. Later on, Director Dr Mansee Thakur has welcome newly joined students. Dr
Priyanka Pareek proceeds with introduction of the various departments of MGMSBS , their
HOD’s and Coordinators.
Introduction of course coordinators by Dr.Priyanka Pareek

Introduction of course coordinators by Dr.Priyanka Pareek
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After Introduction of MSGMSBS Mrs Vidula Patil , Lecturer, MGMSBS, Navi Mumbai
introduced various committees of the department. Students were oriented about committee’s
role, responsibility and contact persons.

Introduction of MGMSBS Committees’ by Vidula Patil
Dr Mini Mol, Asst Professor ,MGMSBS, Navi Mumbai has explained rules and
regulations of the department. She has covered rules regarding attendance, punctuality,
eligibility, exam rules and regulation and code of conduct in premises.

Institutional Rules and Regulations by Dr.Mini Mol
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During the Orientation considering the age group of the candidates department has
invites Dr Harita Devi,(L.L.M, Ph.D(Law),Assoicite professor , school of excellence in Law,
The Tamil Nadu DrAmbedkar Law University , Chennai.to deliver talk on POCSO act 2012.
In her talk she addressed nature of act, importance of implementation of act, sensitisation of
younger age group about the using close to real life examples.
All students and parents appreciated her talk.
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. Talk delivered by Dr Haritha Devi on POCSO Act
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Before concluding session Directors of Both campuses Dr Mansee Thakur and Dr Rajesh Dase
addressed all students. Dr Mansee Thakur has expressed thanks to all Patrons, Speakers. In her
talk she delivered message about importance and inculcation of human values in medical
profession.

Address by Dr. Mansee Thakur, Director MGMSBS, Navi Mumbai
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Address by Dr. Rajesh Dase, Principal MGMSBS, Aurangabad.
Dr Rajesh Dase has guided and motivate students about responsibilities in allied health care
sector

Vote of thanks by Ms.Minal Kanse
Ms Minal Kanse, Tutor ,MGMSBS, Navi Mumbai delivered vote of thanks to all
speakers, guests, faculties , students and parents. All students were motivated by day speakers
and guest’s speech. Day was concluded on positive note.
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Induction Program Day 2

03-11-2020

The second day session was coordinated by Mr.Rohit gupta it has been started at 11 a.m.

Our very first Elite speaker Dr. Saloni Desai , Incharge of MHA students and with experience
of 25+ years as administrator.
Her Topic ‘Developing Self Awareness’ was a great start to the 2nd day of the induction
program.
Dr Saloni explained about how self-awareness can change the way we perceive life and help
us grow. she also explained students how one can ask themselves questions on daily basis to
understand how much one is growing as a person. Dr. saloni gave everyone some amazing
questions to think about and to improve oneself.
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The second speaker of the day Dr. Archana Mishra has 13 years of experience in administration
and Training which includes Consultation, Research and Mentoring. Her topic ‘Setting goals
for life and career in Allied Health Sciences’ gave students a broad view how advanced allied
health science. She explained how there are so many career opportunities for one and due to
the pandemic, the demand of Health care workers is increased rapidly. The importance of
Health care workers is known by the world. Government of India has started schemes and is
planning to increase public health spending to 2.5% of the country’s GDP, which will open
numerous opportunities for health care workers as well it will benefit the citizens of India.

Dr.Archana Mishra delivered talk on goal setting
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The third and fianl speaker was Mrs. Prattusha Chaatterjee, she is a psychotherapist and
practising pyschotherapy with many different organisation. She is currently persuing her PHD.
‘personality development and communication skills’ was her topic. The speaker mentioned that
the crucial parts of communication skills are listening and attention. She discussed
understanding own self, transactional analysis and etiquette. In this session there was lots of
interactions, because as Mrs. Prattusha said interaction is utmost important to improve
communication skills and develop our personality in better ways. Because at the end of day its
all about how one is improving themselves.
The induction was ended with a vote of thanks by Mr. Rrohit Gupta to all the speakers.
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Induction Program Day 3

4/11/2020

India ranks on top in cybercrime. There are a lot of methods by which a cybercrime can be
done like by using your mobile, cct, social media platforms, etc. The day 3 of the induction
program included a talk by Mr. Sandeep Gadiya who is a cybercrime data expert and has
worked with the Maharashtra police to train as well as solve a lot of cases. The speaker touched
on a lot of topics ranging from credit card scams to mobile scams etc. Mr. Sandeep also gave
the audience tips on how to identify phishing and also how to avoid common mistakes while
using the online platforms for financial transactions. He also guided the listeners how to contact
the cyber crime cell or cyber police immediately in case of a fraud or report online on
www.cybercrime.gov.in.The students as well as the teachers who had joined in for the talk
asked a lot of queries and appreciated the talk.
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Mr.Sandeep Gadiya delivered a talk on cyber crime
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Ms.Salonee Godbole Delivered a lecture on preparing for new normal by heartfullness
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The second speaker of the day was Ms. Saloni Godbole who is a co founder and director at
Occamy Biosciences Pvt. Ltd. Ms. Saloni spoke on “Preparing for the new normal by
heartfulness”. The speaker spoke on selfcare and wellbeing like right care, health, right
nutrition. she was spoke on mental burnout that a paramedical worker feels after interacting
with the patient. She also highlighted on the Heartfulness way of meditation and the benefits
the person achieves.
In all the day 3 of the workshop was conducted by Dr. Himanshu Gupta, Assistant Professor
from Department of Medical Biotechnology, MGMSBS, MGMIHS, Navi Mumbai.
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Induction Program Day 4

Date: 5/11/2020

The forth day of induction was coordinated by Dr.Priyanka Pareek. the third day was planned
to discuss about creativity and gender sensitization. The first lecture was delivered by ms. Gargi
khandekar and Ms. Vaishnavi Mahurkar, working as a program officer for Youth for
ChangeProgram of Akshara Center ,Mumbai. They delivered a talk on gender equality and
showed short videos related to gender equality.It was very nice and interactive session.
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After that in the afternoon the session on creativity was delivered by Major, Ashok kaul.
Established Ishaan films …
Presently Director at Friday Premiere Pvt. Ltd. Wrote, produced and directed a National
Award winning film “Param Vir Chakra”

Major Ashok Kaul had delivered a talk on creative initiatives, and share his journey from arnmy
to bolwood.
Both the session of forth day was intresting and informative.
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Induction Program Day 5

NSS ORIENTATION DAY

DATE: 06/11/2020

The objectives of the NSS orientation day programme is to make the students aware of their
role as a health care professionals and also develop their personality, sensitivity and
understanding of the self, people around them, society at large, and nature.
Below

is

the

schedule

of

NSS

orientation

day

programme.

NSS orientation Programm coordinated by Mrs.Anamika Chalwadi
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Brief introduction of Patrons & Speakers & NSS was given by Mrs. Anamika Chalwadi.
Director of MGM SBS Dr. Mansee Thakur addressed the audience.
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Detailed of overall NSS programe was presented by MGM NSS head Dr. Madhavi Mankar.

NSS Activities conducted by MGMIHS presented by Dr.Madhvi Mankar
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Mr. D. Carthigueane (Regional Director-NSS for Maharashtra & Goa) updated our students
about the NSS role in COVID 19 Pandemic.

Address by Carthigueane
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Dr. Atul Salunke gave an insights about ongoing activity and benefit of NSS for students in
their professional & personal growth .

Address by Dr.Atul Salunkhe
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Discussion with the speakers

Talk was given by Dr. Vijender Shekawat about Role of NSS volunteers in development of
nation.
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Talk by Dr.Vijendra Shekhawat
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Discussion with the speaker

NSS volunteers Ms. Suminisha & Mr. Preet of SBSMGM shared their activity done in last
year.

NSS Activities presented by students
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NSS Activities presented by students
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Videos made by NSS students
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At the end there was QA session where the students asked n cleared their few doubts about
NSS. Students were very interested for joining NSS.
After the NSS orientation In the afternoon Mr.Sudhendra S.K. has delivered a talk on
compassion and professionalism through heartfullness.It was very informative.
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Induction Program Day 6

7/11/2020

On the last day of induction the campus protocol during covid-19 Pandemic had been explained
by the Dr. Priyanka Pareek from 10 to 11 a.m. She had explained about the precautionary and
safety measures which the students need to take care during the offline classes.
In the beginning she had given the information about the protocol for b.sc. first sem students
and M.sc. classes in that she informed about the online classes of B.Sc. and offline classes of
M.Sc. students. She had cleared the doubts of the students.
After that Dr. Samir Pachpute Asso. Professor from MGM Medical college , Dept. of
Microbiology had given information about universal standard precaution measures, and cleared
the doubts of students. It was really an informative session for the students.

At last Mr. Rohit Gupta had given a virtual tour of MGMIHS Campus, Navi Mumbai, and
Dr.Priyanka Pareek had given vote of thanks.
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Campus protocol by Dr.Priyanka Pareek
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Universal precaution measures by Dr.Sameer pachpute

Virtual campus tour by Mr.Rohit Gupta

Overall it was really a great experience for institute to conduct an online induction program for
six days as per UGC norms and unique experience for students too, to attend the virtual
induction program. We would like to give thanks to the Director MGM SBS and other higher
authorities to give us guidance and support to make the event successful.
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Feedback regarding induction given by UG & PG students

Demography of Students

Aurangabad
27%
Navi Mumbai
73%

In the induction program 73% students were from Navi Mumbai followed by Aurangabad
students (27%).

UG and PG Students
37

128

PG

UG

One twenty eight students were UG students and 37 were enrolled in PG.

Location wise PG & UG Attendees
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90 UG students from Navi Mumbai and 38 from Aurangabad. Thirty one PG students were
from Navi Mumbai followed by six FROM Aurangabad.
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Location wise Session Attendees
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From Navi Mumbai total 111 students have attended all sessions and forty students have
attended from Aurangabad.

Votes for most liked sessions
Cyber crimes
Personality…
Heatfullness
Goal Setting
General
Creativity
NSS
Gender
POSCO
Did not Attend
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There were nine categories of sessions, from them the most liked sessions were cyber crime
and personality development session (liked by 66 students) followed by heartfullness, goal
setting and general session on campus protocol and universal safety norms.
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